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Projects with the Forum

An emblematic model of a car-free day: Bogota’s Ciclovía

Mobile Lives Forum
The Flone Initiative tackles sexual harassment and violence against women in Nairobi

Mobile Lives Forum

Does teleworking allow people to leave Île-de-France?

Mobile Lives Forum, L'Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

Lahti: The first carbon rationing experiment applied to local journeys

Mobile Lives Forum

Second edition of the New Voices Awards

Mobile Lives Forum

Enquête dans la région Grand-Est : proximité, ralentissement et nouveau rapport au travail plébiscités

Mobile Lives Forum

Mobility and lifestyles survey: the residents of Île-de-France want change!

Mobile Lives Forum

Yellow vests and mobility crisis: what did the “True” and the “Great” Debates lead to?

Mobile Lives Forum, Antoine Lévêque, Marc Antoine Messer, David Moreau, Christophe Parnet, Stephan Utz, Vincent Ventresque
Covid-19, lockdown and mobility


Survey on the impacts of the lockdown on French people’s mobility and lifestyles

Mobile Lives Forum, L’Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

Ressources pour la Convention citoyenne pour le climat

Mobile Lives Forum

National survey on mobility and lifestyles

Mobile Lives Forum, L’Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

Survey on the desire to leave Ile-de-France

Mobile Lives Forum, L’Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

Enquête sur l’aspiration à quitter l’Île-de-France

Mobile Lives Forum, L’Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

Prix Mobilithèse - Lauréats de l'édition 2017

Mobile Lives Forum

Presentation of our new section : "Southern diaries"

Javier Caletrío, Aniss Mouad Mezoued, Mobile Lives Forum

Aspirations for mobility and lifestyles

Mobile Lives Forum, L’Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

Publications with the Forum
Presentation of the proposals from the first Citizen Forum on Mobile Lives

Les vies qu’on mène

Mobility and Security Award for actions against sexist and sexual violence

Reduce carbon-emitting travel: a factor of social cohesion and ecological necessity

What is the future for bike delivery services?
Can autonomous vehicles on the road play a part in the ecological transition?

Forum Meetings by Mobile Lives Forum, La Fabrique Écologique

Mobilities: the French government has to back up its environmental ambitions with the means to achieve them

Mobile Lives Forum, Anne Fuzier, Christophe Gay, Sylvie Landrière

Travelling less to travel better!

Mobile Lives Forum

French 2020 municipal elections: why the pedestrianization of city centers isn’t enough

Mobile Lives Forum

The lockdown is revealing the limits of our lifestyles, pace of life and environments

Mobile Lives Forum

Covid-19: “The crisis allows us to radically reinvent our mobilities”

Mobile Lives Forum

20 proposals addressed to the participants of the Citizens' Convention on Climate

Mobile Lives Forum

Mobile / Immobile - exhibition

Forum Meetings by Mobile Lives Forum

Sustainable mobilities: a poorly initiated transition?
Manifesto: Preparing the mobility transition

Mobile Lives Forum

What if walking became public transport’s closest ally?

Mobile Lives Forum

Que peut apporter l'art sur les études de la mobilité ?

Mobile Lives Forum

Mobility in China: following in the footsteps of the West?

Forum Meetings by Mobile Lives Forum

Virtuous mobility: the advantages of the dense city challenged?

Forum Meetings by Mobile Lives Forum

Lifestyle and Mobility: what aspirations for the future?

Forum Meetings by Mobile Lives Forum

Making of identities and movement control in transit places

Forum Meetings by

What is the Mobile Lives Forum?

Video by Mobile Lives Forum

Slices of (mobile) life

Publication by Mobile Lives Forum

Rehabilitating the peri-urban

Publication by Mobile Lives Forum

Videos: sustainable mobilities in peri-urban areas?

Forum Meetings by
The Thrill of Rail

Forum Meetings by

Sustainable mobilities in peri-urban areas?

Publication by

The Thrill of Rail

Publication by

Sustainable mobilities in peri-urban areas?

Forum Meetings by

The Mobility of Tomorrow: Theses and controversies

Publication by

Mobile-Immobile

Publication by Mobile Lives Forum

The Mobility of Tomorrow: Theses and controversies

Forum Meetings by

Other publications on Mobile Lives Forum

The Flone Initiative tackles sexual harassment and violence against women in Nairobi

Mobile Lives Forum

Second edition of the New Voices Awards

Mobile Lives Forum

Mobility

Defined by Agathe Lefoulon, Mobile Lives Forum
Survey on the impacts of the lockdown on French people’s mobility and lifestyles

Mobile Lives Forum, L’Obsoco (Research and consulting company)

The way to go - Eysines

Lucas Delafosse, Stéphane Malek

The way to go - Bordeaux

Lucas Delafosse, Stéphane Malek

Slices of (mobile) life

Publication by Mobile Lives Forum

Rehabilitating the peri-urban

Publication by Mobile Lives Forum